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Brochures offer a unique way of promoting your company among potential customers. Suppose,
you are planning to open spa and wanted to let it be known to the people in the immediate vicinity,
then the only option is to go for self-advertisement and this can be done at the lowest cost with the
help of colorful brochures. You can get a good response with just a ream of colored copies. It will
hardly cost you more than $200 and if you hire a color artist for the initial design and layout then it
will be far less.

You can use them as hand bills among some prominent groups, who could be your potential
customers. Some brochures can also be placed at some strategic places of the city, especially
where the store is to be located. This will certainly make a positive impact and the spa will be able to
attract good number of potential customers. All this is possible with the help of online brochure
printing, since it can reduce costs to a considerable extent. Then after the completion of the first
phase, you can go for the second phase after a couple of months with some new photos and some
new graphics. It could handle the second flow of customers and make the business grow on a
steady path.

Gradually with the aim of spreading the branches among other corners of the country, airports could
be a good promotional point. It would help to get a steady flow of foreign tourists or other business
travellers. Here the option of distribution by distributing brochures through hand could be a good
option. You will have to employ some helping hands for the time being for the execution of the job.
However, the costs can only be minimized with the help of online brochure printing methods. Here
the consumption of the brochure will be much more since they will be more or less distributed
person to person.

In the next phase of the advertisement procedure some more updates about the business could be
included. It may contain a new set of graphics and also some new photo graphs of certain new
branches of the spa outlet. More reams could be ordered, the online brochure printing facility will
offer it at a considerable less amount of cost. Since it is a general economic trend, that more you
print the cost will get further decreased and will help you to gain economies of scale. With the
increasing number of copies, the printing costs will also get decreased and it will certainly make
good business sense.
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